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Confluence of Civic, Research & Startup Cultures 
• Winner $40M DOT Smart City Challenge 
• $367M investment local businesses & partners 
• $93M for research  
     (largely from The Ohio State University) 
• $10 M Vulcan Inc. 

Smart Columbus 
 

“Smart Columbus is just the start.  There is a lot to this 
program no one has ever done before.”  

Mayor Andrew Ginther, 2016 
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Confluence of 3 Disruptive Data Trends 

Smart Columbus 

Smart 
Cities  

Open 
Data 

Internet 
of 

Things 

Anyone can access, understand, use and share 
Open Data 
 
IoT: Devices  embedded in the physical world– 
e.g., bodies, busses, and businesses 
 
Smart cities actively collect data and adapt 
policies and services to make citizenry 
successful 
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Central Ohio Transit Authority Ridership 
(Millions of Rides Per Year) 

Data Flows From and Through Cities 

• Public-Private Partnerships: COTA is funded by 0.5% sales tax through 2019 
• Starting 2017, On-board Wi-Fi will produce 4.7 TB per month 
• How does the city ingest, analyze and use all of this data? 
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Smart City Applications Abound 

• CoGo opens trip data 
– https://www.cogobikeshare.com/system-data 

– Discover new bike paths 
– Over-provisioned and under-provisioned paths 
– Activity levels of citizens 
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Who rises to the challenge?  Who makes Smart Columbus? 

Challenges: Align For-Profit and Not-For-Profit Incentives,  Find people with the right skills, Politics 

Any problem in computer science can be solved with another level of indirection. 
David Wheeler, 1993 
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Who rises to the challenge?  Who makes Smart Columbus? 
• Solution: The city needs a system to (1) 

manage data resources from multiple 
sources and (2) provide a common 
interface for application developers & 
researchers using data 
 

• Integrated Data Exchange (IDE) 
– Collect data from multiple sources (IoT), 

govern access, ensure privacy and 
enable analysis (data API) 

– Moving data is a new city service 
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Finance Health Government Neighbor
hoods  

Mapping Recreation 
& Parks 

Public 
Safety 

Public 
Service 

Building
& Zoning 

Development Culture & 
Events 

Utilities 

APPLICATION DATA 
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Integrated Data Exchange Benefits/Challenges 

IDE makes application developers and entrepreneurs the bottleneck, not data access 
IDE makes researchers and IoT builders the bottleneck, not integration 

 
• Challenges 

• Provide security 
• Provide fair access to the public 
• Protect the public from dangerous analysis 
• Protect the city from legal problems 
• Scale to support city-scale data ingest 
• Scale to support city-scale IoT 



Smart Columbus Partnerships 

Translational 
Data Analytics 

& Research 

Smart 
Columbus 
Sandbox 

Columbus 
Integrated 

Data 
Exchange 

Open 
Data 

Powered by Integrated Data Exchange 
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Giving developers access to Smart City datasets 

• Smart Columbus Sandbox brings together entrepreneurs, 
developers to use existing open data sets 
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Parking Startup: Easton Mall Pitch 
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"result": "success", "trafficCounts": [ 
{ 
"reading_time": "2017-01-01 11:00:00", 
"occupancy": "2.36", "volume": "65", "median_speed": "0\r" 
},{ 
"reading_time": "2017-01-01 12:00:00", 
"occupancy": "3.38", "volume": "93", "median_speed": "0\r" 

apiKey 
sensor_group 
sensor_zone 
start_time 
end_time 

Request Reply Semantics 



Early Success: A Hack-A-Thon 
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link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=absCpDjFwGo
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Translational Data Analytics Institute (TDAI) is the foundational element of 
the University’s $500 million investment into Discovery Themes. 

TDA 

Strategic business 
partnerships 

105 faculty & 
faculty-in-residents 

Research across  
30+ disciplines 

Communities of Practice 

University-wide 
Educational 
Investments 



TDAI Community of Practice – Smart Cities 
Andre Carrel – Public Transportation 

(1) Collect GPS and sensor data from IoT embedded in 
transit vehicles (e.g., phones & wi-fi access points) 
(2) Model and manage demand, using OSU COTS 

testbed for future deployment in COTA 

Harmony Bench  
What modes, networks, 
and types of 
transportation link 
performers within a city 

Smart Campus Testbed - Prof. Rabi Mishalani 
Route planning and fleet management using video & 
other sensing and tracking technologies.  

Prof. Anish Arora 
Battery powered radar mesh 
networks for pedestrian and 
bicycle identification & 
wireless, sensor networks to 
expand Internet access 
passively & cost effectively 
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Smart Columbus Partnerships 

Translational 
Data Analytics 

& Research 

Smart 
Columbus 
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Columbus 
Integrated 
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TDAI 
Data 

Commons 
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Smart Columbus Partnerships 

Translational 
Data Analytics 
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Columbus 
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Smart Columbus Partnerships 

Translational 
Data Analytics 

& Research 

Smart 
Columbus 
Sandbox 

Columbus 
Integrated 

Data 
Exchange 

Open 
Data 

“The big play and leverage point for us is that internet of things 
space.  But the only way we get there is making sure that we have 
a secure, sound, accessible integrated data exchange that’s going 
to stand the test of time.” 
Mayor Andrew Ginther, 2017 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects are divided by enabling technologies and also districts
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Multi-Modal Trip 
Planning Application Common Payment 

System 
Mobility Assistance for 
People with Cognitive 

Disabilities 
Smart Mobility Hubs 

Smart Street Lighting Pedestrian Collision 
Avoidance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common Payment SystemTransportation providers like carshare, bikeshare and personal transit operators require card-based accounts. Our integrated common payment system will allow travelers to use one card for all of their transportation options. The City will partner with Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA), our regional banks, and a payment processing company to implement this system.The efficiency of this program is not solely focused on our residents and families in need of card payment options, it will be available to all residents.Multi-modal Trip PlanningThe software will provide travelers with transit vehicle schedule information, allowing travelers to request and view multiple tripsUsers can compare travel options across modes and plan their travel based upon current traffic conditions and availability of services. It is the intent to include information on parking availability, ridesharing options, and car/bicycle sharing options.Smart Mobility HubsThe City of Columbus will utilize smart Neighborhood Hubs along the Cleveland Avenue Corridor in order to facilitate access to the COTA CMAX BRT, as well as transitions to other modes. As part of the CMAX BRT project, transit stops throughout the Smart Corridor may also be equipped with additional technologies beyond typical offerings.Additionally, Neighborhood Hubs would be used to facilitate first- and last-mile travel by supporting a range of modal options such as expanding the City’s bike share service in Linden. Mobility Assistance for people with cognitive disabilitiesIn an approach to enhance the mobility of all residents, Smart Columbus will pilot the deployment of a mobile device application that enables those with cognitive disabilities to utilize public transportation and similar alternatives. These “projects” may evolve as we get further into the planning process and work through details with our many partners including our community members. 



Connected Electric 
Autonomous Vehicle 

• Electric Autonomous Transit Shuttle 
• Automated Routes 

• COTA to logistics 
• Transit center to corporate campus 
• Remote parking to retail center 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connected Electric Automated VehiclesThere are a total of three routes: COTA Transit center to warehouse area, transit center to corporate campus, solving first/last mile concerns. The third is to support park-once initiatives within the retail center, eliminating unnecessary congestionCity is proposing 6 connected Electric Autonomous Vehicles be deployed in a live environment – interacting with other vehicles, bicyclists, pedestrians, and other forms of transportation, and navigating signalized and non-signalized intersectionsTwo way communications with traffic signal will be used to relay/adjust signal timing to ensure safe passage through the intersection. Intersections with high pedestrian volumes will be equipped with pedestrian detection equipment that will further aid the EAV operations and provide warnings to all CV-equipped vehicles that include a pedestrian warning application – includes all COTA buses in the region.The EAV is intended to be fully autonomous, so it will use a contactless inductive charging system to recharge batteries. These charging stations will be located in a dedicated, off-route location that will also serves as a secure, indoor storage facility to store the EAVs when they aren’t in use.A benefit of a fully autonomous vehicle is streamlined transit operations, eliminating the  need for an operator in every vehicle and instead, remotely monitoring and as necessary controlling the vehicles. The EAVs we intend to use have been used successfully in several environment in Europe, and are beginning to be evaluated in US locations.The 24/7 security operations and 300+ CCTV cameras in the region, as well as those in the vehicles will allow continuous monitoring for safety, security and operations  



Delivery Zone 
Availability 

Enhanced Permit 
Parking 

Event Parking 
Management 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivery Zone AvailabilityIn the Short North area, just north of downtown, as in many city centers and business districts, parking spaces for delivery or service vehicles are limited.The City is looking to install and operate a real-time freight delivery parking availability service in 10 loading zones during the first year.We will include monitoring equipment that will allow us to determine the availability of loading zones in the Downtown District.This should benefit residents by reducing double-parking, frustration and improve overall travel in the area.Enhanced permit parkingThe City of Columbus currently issues 6,300 color-coded parking permits annually that must be visually validated by parking enforcement personnel, a time intensive process Goal is to identify violators more quickly, producing an improved parking experience for the ‘legal’ permit holdersWe will pilot and evaluate transitioning of these simple windshield stickers to license plate readers.Real time parking application and event parking managementDirect routing of travelers is expected to reduce the overall congestion. 



Truck  
Platooning 

Oversize Vehicle 
Routing 

Interstate Truck 
Parking Availability 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Truck Platooning The City of Columbus is partnering with local fleet partners to deploy a platooning technology for heavy vehicles. Truck Platooning is the wireless coupling of brake and throttle controls of trucks to maintain a safe, following distance between the trucks.  Platooning can save fuel, reduce emissions, and ultimately enhance the quality of life in the City. The wireless technology used to communicate between the trucks is the same DSRC technology that will be deployed in the other ‘connected’ vehicles in the City as part of the CCTNOversize Vehicle RoutingTo minimize Incidents Due to Low Bridges or Narrow Roads, Columbus and public partners will plan to conduct an inventory of bridges and overpasses within the City and make this information available via the IDE. Interstate Truck Parking AvailabilitySmart Columbus will provide drivers with location of parking options (rest areas) allowing them to operate more efficiently and safely.



15 Projects (USDOT Grant) 

Connected Vehicle 
Environment 

Smart Street 
Lighting 

Transit Pedestrian Collision 
Avoidance System 

Integrated Data 
Exchange (IDE) 

Multi-Modal Trip 
Planning Application 

Common Payment 
System 

Mobility Assistance for 
People with Cognitive 
Disabilities 

Smart Mobility 
Hubs 

Connected Electric 
Automated Vehicle 

Delivery Zone 
Availability 

Enhanced Permit 
Parking 

Event Parking 
Management 

Truck  
Platooning 

Oversize Vehicle 
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Interstate Truck 
Parking Availability 

ENABLING SYSTEMS & APPLICATIONS 

DISTRICTS 

CCTN 

IDE 

RESIDENTIAL 

COMMERCIAL 

DOWNTOWN 

LOGISTICS 

PUBLIC APPLICATIONS 
DATA MGT PLATFORM 

CONTROL SYST & APP 

Smart Columbus Electrification Plan’s (Vulcan Foundation) 5 Elements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Integrated Data Exchange (IDE) open data environment will contain data from many different sources consistent with the USDOT’s Research Data Exchange (RDE) concept. IDE will generate performance metrics for program monitoring and evaluation; transparently serve the needs of public agencies, researchers, and entrepreneurs; provide practical guidance and lessons learned to other potential deployment sites; and assist health and human service organizations to provide more effective services to their clients
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The IDE is a web based dynamic governed platform at the heart of the 
Smart Columbus data environment that integrates data and data 
services from multiple sources and tenants, including the planned Smart 
Columbus technologies and traditional transportation data. The IDE 
embodies an open-data approach using best of breed technologies, 
including both open-source and commercial off the shelf components to 
enable better decision-making and problem solving for all users to 
support a replicable, extensible, sustainable platform for data ingestion 
and dissemination. The IDE drives performance metrics for program 
monitoring and evaluation. 

 

Integrated Data Exchange Vision 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDE Vision: Comments should be tailored to suite the audience.
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The IDE will serve the needs of  
internal and external users 

Internal 
City Wide Collaboration & Sharing 

External 
City Public Engagement & Value Creation 

Visualization 

Analytics 

Citizens 
Journalists 

Researchers Developers 

NGO’s 

Vendors 

Governments IoT Sensor 
Fabric 

Data 
Exchange 

Integrated 

Finance Health Government Neighbor
hoods  

Mapping Recreation 
& Parks 

Public 
Safety 

Public 
Service 

Building& 
Zoning 

Development Culture & 
Events 

Utilities 

Data Files 

API Access 

GIS/Mapping 
Applications 

Search 

3rd Party 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community, including residents, regional partners, national partners, researchers and others will benefit from data published through the IDE through:Improved collaborationAccess to new kinds of dataData visualization and analyticsA consistent way for partners to publish data that is meant to be used togetherAn opportunity for developers to create new products and services based on Application Programming Interface (API)’s provided by the IDEBefore getting into challenges and the IDE road map, it’s worth spending a could of minutes on what we have been going through in the past 1.5 years.
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Starting Premise: We don’t know what we don’t know 
 BLUF: Other governments are ahead of us, we need to learn from them 
 
Understanding Data Management: Are There Reference 
Architectures? 
 BLUF: It isn’t just about a place to store data 
 
Seeking Exemplars: What Can We Learn From Other Governments? 
 BLUF: Data quality and governance matter 
 
Open-Source: What Can We Learn From Proprietary Solutions? 
 BLUF: Nobody has all the answers, but architectures are similar 
 
 

 

Integrated Data Exchange: Nascent to Exemplar? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important element of the City’s award of the Smart City challenge was that we were not considered an exemplar in our current evolution as a Smart City.   One of US-DOT’s goals was to pick a nascent city who could replicate the work outside of Columbus after the grant research had concluded.For us that made sense.  Columbus is a mash-up of the private, educational and public sectors – what we call The Columbus Way – and we are one of the leading Test Markets in the world.   If it can work in Columbus, it can work practically anywhere.The epicenter of the grant as we’ve described it is focused on transportation and energy, it is  USDOT and Vulcan grant after all.   From that point of view, Information Technology was not the only focus of the grant.   And, on top of that, we were in the middle of an administration change.Our current CIO/Director, Sam Orth, came to the city in July 2016, well after the grant had already been awarded.   In his new role with the city his focus was trying to understand what role the Department of Technology would have in shaping the information technology components of the Smart Columbus program.He quickly realized the importance of the Integrated Data Exchange as describe in the grant award was a vital component to the outcomes of the grant.   His background as an Enterprise Architect led him to ask: What don’t we know, and what do we need to know to be successful?  We quickly formed an internal project team around various grant components – I got the IDE due to our departments prior work in geo-spatial and the fact that I run our current city’s ODP.   We started looking for local expertise in large-scale data management platforms, and we brought in some external resources to help us with our thinking.Our goal was to understand the big data space.  We initially sought example reference architectures – which we found in our consultant and in proprietary platforms.  We also started outreach to the cities who were farther down the path than us either in their Open Data or Smart Cities space.   We literally called cities across America and around the globe to learn about what they were doing – what worked and what didn’t – and all of that influenced our strategy – what we are sharing with you today (9 cities).We haven’t yet achieved our goals – but we have an approach, and a path to get there.  And our goal is to do this all in a transparent way both as a means to share with others as a way to enable a dialogue that can be helpful to us all.
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Challenge: Current Data Environment 

© 2017 Informatica 

• No Catalog of Data 
Sources 

• Point to Point 
Integration is Messy 

• Data is Not Shared 
• No Universal Data 

Quality Processes 
• Data Tethered to 

Applications  
• Change is Risky, 

Expensive and Time 
Consuming 

SharePoint 

EDI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[B1 Timed] Most organizations experience that the integration of applications tend to form a life of their own.  As companies grow, there are more applications required to support the business.  Finance, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are put in place to address specific needs. As these applications grow as other organizations across the enterprise recognize the value of the data they provide.  Databases are created to support business intelligence and analytics so the business units can innovate and improve their processes.[B2] The need to exchange data with external partners and deploy applications off premise drives more and more data through the organizations[B3] This data can be of any format ranging from industry standards to proprietary formatsNow the fun starts!  [B4] Finance needs ERP data. CRM needs ERP data.  Both theses applications need feeds from Finance as well as from each other.  As I mentioned earlier, the business organizations need this data for business intelligence and analytics.[B5] Over time, the organization has invested their resources to define the interfaces that are typically handled as independent projects concerned at solving one problem. The project teams often use varying integration technologies and approaches.  Of course, the most direct data path is usually taken which is from one application to another, or Point-to-point.  These interfaces aren’t necessarily problematic, however, over time their proliferation results in an integration architecture that is very difficult and expensive to manage and maintain.  They lack consistency in terms of technology and in terms of data quality.  A single change to one system or interface can be like a house of cards cascading unintended problems to many other interfaces.[B5] What happens is a great deal of resource time and dollars have been spent in not only defining, building, testing and deploying the interface; but maintaining the interfaces, just keeping the lights on![B6] In the industry you’ll often hear this referred to as the integration hairball and we find this to be a common problem even within the most disciplined of Integration competency centers.
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Cities As Data Owners 
• Information Technology in organizations has 

evolved primarily as a means to: 
• Automate business processes 
• Enable better decisions 

• For most “users” of IT systems, the data is 
the “application” 

• Cities have massive amounts of data within 
their information technology systems 

• City of Columbus has approximately 500 
software applications and Terabytes of data 

Finance Health Government Neighbor
hoods  

Mapping Recreation 
& Parks 

Public 
Safety 

Public 
Service 

Building
& Zoning 

Development Culture & 
Events 

Utilities 

APPLICATION DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opening Slide
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INTEGRATED DATA 
Master/Reference Data 

(meta) 
Enterprise DW 

Operational data stores 

BUSINESS BRAINS & 
ANALYTICS 

DATA VIRTUALIZATION 
Query Engine 

Semantic Modeling 
Security 

APIs 

ARCHIVAL 

DATA LAKE 
Structured & 

Unstructured Data DA
TA
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RESEARCH 

APPLICATIONS 

Lessons Learned: Data Management Architecture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have learned that it’s not just about Data Lake, it’s more than that.
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Lessons Learned: Treat Data as an Asset (Governance) 

DATA 

Is an Asset 

Shared 

Usable 

Secured 

Governed 

Meaningful   

High 
Quality 

Managed 
Lifecycle 

The City’s data is an asset. Like any 
physical asset it must be properly 
managed and maintained by people 

ENGAGEMENT LAYER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Columbus Data Strategy is based on recognizing that Data is an Asset. It must be managed and maintained like any physical asset. We paint our houses, we wash our cars and care for our clothes. We need to pay the same kind of attention to our data, making sure that it is shared, usable, secured, governed, meaningful, of high quality and has a managed lifecycle. Data doesn’t manage itself, the hard part is to move on CMM scale. It’s about people and process. Technology doesn’t solve all the problems.
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Road Map: IDE Initial Development Plan 
Thematic Targets (2017) 

 
 Product 

Vision 
• January 

Governance 
& Conceptual 
Architecture 
Theme 1 
• March 

Platform Framework 
Theme 2 
• August 

Data Exchange 
Theme 3 
• December 2017 

Retrospective 
and Year 2 Plan 
• January 2018 
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IDE Development (as of June 2017): 
 

 Theme 1: Governance & Conceptual Architecture 
2-Day Workshops, User Stories: 14, Chores: 4, Artifacts: 32 

 
Theme 2: Platform Framework 

2-Day Workshops, User Stories: 16, Chores: 10, Artifacts: >20 
 

Theme 3: Digital Exchange 
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Theme 1 Artifacts 
- Architecture  
Evaluation Criteria 
- Data Publishing  
Process 
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Theme 1 Artifacts 
- Data Stewardship 
- API Framework 
- Data Classification 
- Data Usability Rating 
- Reference 
Architecture 
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Open Data Portal 

Subscribed API’s 

Data 
Management  
Platform 

Release 2 (M
ay 8, 2017) 

Release 3 (M
ay 30, 2017) 

Release 4 (June 19, 2017) 

Release 5 (July 10, 2017) 

Release 1 (April 17, 2017) 

Release 6 (July 31, 2017) 

ESRI and Tableau Integration 

Walking Skeleton (Architectural Slice) 

IDE Portal Management 

Data Release With Metadata 

IDE Portal Theming / L&F 

IDE Portal Packaging for Dev 

Walking Skeleton (Architectural Slice) 

Walking Skeleton (Architectural Slice) 

Subscribed API / Umbrella Packaging for Dev 

IDE Subscribed API  Management 

API Data/Metadata Publishing & Releasing 

API Umbrella and API Packaging for Dev 

Data Management  Platform Packaging for Dev 

Publishing Process 

Log Processing and System Management 

Theme 2 Artifacts: 
 
Three Tracks: 
- Open Data Portal 
- Subscribed API’s 
- Data Management  
Platform 
 
- Deployed Open 
Data Portal  
Framework 
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Theme 2 Artifacts 
• Open Data 

Portal (CKAN) 
• Data available in 

different formats 
• Multiple tenants  
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Extending Engagement: Work Group Matrix 

Data Architecture 

Data Asset Development 

Data Quality 

Data Analytics 

Cyber Security & Privacy 

Infrastructure 

Business Management 

Resource Dev & Education 

Community Engagement 

Data Sharing Policy & Laws 

User Experience 

City Vendor Partners City Partners City Vendor Partners Data Governance 

City Vendor Partners City Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners City Vendor Partners 

Plan Build Run 
Vendor 

Vendor 
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Question & Answer 
 

Chris Stewart: cstewart@cse.ohio-state.edu 
Shoreh Elhami: shelhami@Columbus.gov 

Sam Orth: hsorth@Columbus.gov 

 If you want to change outcomes, you 
need to realize that outcomes are the 
result of systems. Not the computer 
systems, but the way people work and 
interact. And these systems are the 
product of how people think and behave. 
So, if you want to change outcomes, you 
have to change your systems, and to do 
that, you have to change your thinking.   

 John Morgan 
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